ABSTRACT
exactly one of the relations a<b, a=b, and a>b holds" (Apostol, 1967) . It is important to note that in mathematics, the law (or axiom) of trichotomy is most commonly the statement that for any (real) numbers x and y, exactly one of the following relations holds. Until the end of the 19th without have been thoroughly examined (Singh, 1997) . A proof was sought by Logicians and the law was indeed proved to be true. If applied to cardinal numbers, the law of trichotomy is equivalent to the axiom of choice. More generally, a binary relation R on X is trichotomous if for all x and y in X exactly one of xRy, yRx or x = y holds. If such a relation is also transitive it is a strict total order; this is a special case of a strict weak order. For example, in the case of three elements the relation R given by aRb, aRc, bRc is a strict total order, while the relation R given by the cyclic aRb, bRc, cRa is a non-transitive trichotomous relation. In the definition of an ordered integral domain or ordered field, the law of trichotomy is usually taken as more foundational than the law of total order, with y = 0, where 0 is the zero of the integral domain or field. In set theory, trichotomy is most commonly defined as a property that a binary relation < has when all its members <x, y> satisfy exactly one of the relations listed above. Strict inequality is an example of a trichotomous relation in this sense. Trichotomous relations in this sense are irreflexive and antisymmetric.
The foundational idea of a "Trichotomy" has a detailed long history that is based in discussions surrounding higher cognition, general thought, and descriptions of intellect.
Philosopher Immanuel Kant adapted the thomistic acts of intellect in his trichotomy of higher cognition that are understanding, judgment, reason which are correlated with the adaptation. The soul's capacities are given by cognitive faculties, feeling of pleasure or displeasure, and faculty of desire (Kant, 2007 The Tri 3 × 3 as follows:
Methodology

Conducting Tri-Center Analysis
The Tri degrees of freedom= represents the middle score in the data set.
To calculate the spread and variation of Tri-Squared Test results, the researcher will need a set of mathematical conventions and specific Trichotomous statistical formulae which use those conventions to determine the Trichotomous Variance and Standard Deviation respectively.
Tri-Center Analysis Mathematical Conventions
The · n =9.
Tri
The mathematical conventions now allow specific mathematical formulae related to the Tri-Squared Test to be created and conducted that will yield the = .
The elements and components that compose the"Tri-Squared Variance" and "Tri-Squared Standard
Deviation" are explicatively defined and listed as follows:
· T Tri = The Squared Total of All Nine Tri-Squared 3 × 3 · n -1 = Total Number Tri-Squared Table Cells Mean.
Once the aforesaid equations have been carefully examined, meticulously calculated, and judiciously applied, a detailed statistical graphical model may be constructed as illustrated in Figures 1 and 4 respectively. Table 3 follows and illustrates how to conduct a Tri-Center
Analysis using statistically significant sample data.
RESEARCH PAPERS
Sample data reported below was analyzed using the Trichotomous-Squared Standard Three by Three Table. Tri-Squared statistically significant data has dual antimodes · Tri = 1(13.65) + 11.33 = 24.98.
[s+1]
Plotting and Interpreting Data on the Tri-Squared [Gaussian]
Normal Curve follows using the statistically significant sample data and outcomes were provided in Figure 3 Note the Normal Curves that illustrate how and where = normal distribution data is plotted as it is calculated from the 3 by 3 Tri-Squared Test Table as shown in Figure 4 . Table 3 results. This is in tandem with the traditional Gaussian Normal Curve that has approximately 68% (from 34.1% + 34.1% = 68.2% rounded to 68%) of all scores falling between -1 and +1 standard deviations. The remaining statistically significant sample data can be 
